President Report Nov 19th 2018
The mini-conference and nutrition seminar were well-attended (15 club members and one extra
for the mini-conference and 10 club members plus one extra for the nutrition seminar) I will be
sending out a questionnaire for attendees to let us know what they thought and if they found it
beneficial. Thanks again to Heather for coordinating!
The Club bottle drive was held this last Saturday, the 17th in Parksville. We will not have official
numbers yet for amount raised and it was a good turn out (100 hours total worked!). We learned
a few ideas to be even more efficient for next time believe the return should be worth it to the
families that attended. Thank you to Adam for booking that, and getting the next two set up.
It took awhile but I did finally hear back from Synchro BC/CAS in regards to AquaGo! Program.
The cost for the program is mostly on the cost of getting instructors trained. Other than that, we
now have a list of supply costs. That is all the more cost there is to begin the implementation of
this program. Perhaps the main coaching staff (all those aside from Caoches-In-Training) could
meet and discuss how we might implement this in our club (perhaps for next season?) and if we
would like to. I have not heard back from Pacific Wave in regards to how they have implemented
it with their Club. Two emails have gone unanswered. I did get the Core Resource poster copied
and out to all Comp athletes and coaches.
I have not yet taken the mail key in to see if I can get it cut. I will try to get to this in the next
month.
All Parent and Board Code of Conducts have been received except for one outstanding Rec
family. I have reached out 3 times via email and made a note that I will be calling tomorrow if I
had not heard back. I am wondering if we have the wrong email address perhaps.
Club uniforms have all been received (Debbie’s Coach jacket is the one outstanding item,
because of decisions that were needed to try and unify the coach jacket look) Becky and I have
been working with Bruce to simplify the process and streamline ordering. I would like to note,
Riptide seemed to be very generous with his invoice in our favour and I would like to be sure to
have a picture at some point of the club in uniform to post and share a shout-out on social
media as thanks.
I’d like to thank our Junior Comp athletes, Adana and Mia (along with their families) for providing
content for the upcoming issue of the Amateur Sports News. They shared a great article about
their T2T experience at the Summit in October. We can look forward to copies being sent out in
December!
Jessica Nemlander

